
Chapter 13

Sustainment Level Courses of Fire

Section I.  Rifle Presentation Exercise

Table 13-1. Rifle Presentation Exercise Supply List.

Description
Quantity per
Firing Point NSN

Rifle Target "E" 1 6920-00-600-6874
Hearing Protection 1 set not applicable
Black Pasters 1 roll 6920-00-165-6354
1 whistle w/lanyard N/A 8465-00-254-8803

This exercise helps Marines make the transition from
known-distance firing to field firing.  Marines practice
weapons presentation and the application of marksmanship
fundamentals in a field firing environment.  Marines per-
form immediate/remedial action as necessary.

13101.  Range Preparation

a.  Range Requirement.  The range should have a 25- and
50-yard firing capability.  If a 25-yard line is not available,
the 25-yard live fire drill may be fired from the 50-yard
line.

b.  Supply List.  See table 13-1.

c.  Ammunition Requirement.   The rifle presentation ex-
ercise requires 32 rounds of ammunition per Marine.

d.  Communications Requirements.   Live fire communi-
cations requirements must comply with MCO P3570.2_.
Communications gear or hand and arm signals among
range personnel must be planned and used

e. Safety Requirements. Safety requirements must com-
ply with MCO P3570.2_ and local SOPs.



13102.  Course of Fire

Drill #1  (Dry Fire/Simulation)

Distance Target
Time
Limit

# of
Dry Fire Manner Fired

25 yds "E" N/A 2 Alert: Standing
25 yds "E" N/A 2 Alert: Standing to Kneeling
25 yds "E" N/A 2 Alert: Standing to Sitting
25 yds "E" N/A 2 Tactical: Standing to

Prone
25 yds "E" N/A 2 Alert: Standing to Prone
25 yds "E" N/A 2 Ready: Standing to Prone
25 yds "E" N/A 2 Strong Side: Standing
25 yds "E" N/A 2 Strong Side: Standing
25 yds "E" N/A 2 Weak Side: Standing
25 yds "E" N/A 2 Weak Side: Standing

Drill #2  (Live Fire Evaluation)

Distance Target
Time
Limit

# of
Rounds Manner Fired

Stage 1
25 yds "E" N/A 2 Alert: Standing
25 yds "E" N/A 2 Alert: Standing to Kneeling
25 yds "E" N/A 2 Alert: Standing to Prone
25 yds "E" N/A 2 Tactical: Standing to

Prone
25 yds "E" N/A 2 Alert: Standing to Prone
25 yds "E" N/A 2 Ready: Standing to Prone
25 yds "E" N/A 2 Strong Side: Standing
25 yds "E" N/A 2 Weak Side: Standing

Stage 2
50 yds "E" N/A 2 Alert: Standing
50 yds "E" N/A 2 Alert: Standing to Kneeling
50 yds "E" N/A 2 Alert: Standing to Prone
50 yds "E" N/A 2 Tactical: Standing to

Prone
50 yds "E" N/A 2 Alert: Standing to Prone
50 yds "E" N/A 2 Ready: Standing to Prone
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50 yds "E" N/A 2 Strong Side: Standing
50 yds "E" N/A 2 Weak Side: Standing

13103.  Range Commands

Drill #1  (Dry Fire/Simulation)

COMMAND:  "Relay ___ move to the 25-yard ready line and prepare a hasty
sling." 

COMMAND:  "Relay ___ move to the 25-yard firing line and cover down on
your assigned target.  (Pause)  Assume the tactical carry."

COMMAND: "With an empty magazine, load. (Pause) Make  ready."(Remind
Marines to automatically assume the alert on the command, "make ready.")

 Note 
Allow coaches time to observe and correct the procedures for
the load before giving the command "make ready."  The "make
ready" should only be given when the entire relay has com-
pleted the load.

COMMAND:  "At the sound of  the whistle, dry fire two shots standing."  

  Note 
If the targets are being run out of the pits, the range commands
should be changed as  follows: "When the target appears, dry
fire two shots ..."

COMMAND:  "Search and assess.  (Pause)  Place the weapon on SAFE and
keep the trigger finger straight.  Assume the alert." 

COMMAND:  "At the sound of  the whistle, dry fire two shots kneeling."

COMMAND: "Search and assess. (Pause) Stand. Search and  assess.  (Pause)
Place the weapon on SAFE and keep the  trigger finger straight.  Assume the
alert."

COMMAND:  "At the sound of  the whistle, dry fire two shots sitting."

COMMAND: "Search and assess. (Pause) Kneel.  Search and assess.  (Pause)
Stand.  Search and assess.  (Pause)  Place the weapon on SAFE and keep the
trigger finger straight.   Assume the alert."  
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COMMAND:  "Assume the tactical carry.  At the sound of the whistle, dry fire
two shots prone."

COMMAND:  "Search and assess.  (Pause)  Kneel.  Search and assess.
(Pause)  Stand. Search and assess.  (Pause)  Place the weapon on SAFE and
keep the trigger finger straight.  Assume the alert."  

COMMAND:  "At the sound of the whistle, dry fire two shots prone."

COMMAND:  "Search and assess.  (Pause)  Kneel. Search and assess.
(Pause)  Stand.  Search and assess.  (Pause)  Place the weapon on SAFE and
keep the trigger finger straight. Assume the alert." 

COMMAND:  "Assume the ready.  At the sound of the whistle, dry fire two
shots prone."

COMMAND:  "Search and assess.  (Pause)  Kneel.  Search and assess.
(Pause)  Stand.  Search and assess.  (Pause)  Unload.  Assume the tactical
carry."

COMMAND:  "With an empty magazine, load.  (Pause)  Assume strong side
sling arms."

COMMAND:  "At the sound of the whistle, present the weapon to the target.
Make ready.  Dry fire two shots standing."

COMMAND:  "Search and assess.  (Pause)  Unload.  Assume the tactical
carry."

COMMAND:  "With an empty magazine, load.  (Pause)  Assume strong side
sling arms."

COMMAND:  "At the sound of the whistle, present the weapon to the target.
Make ready.  Dry fire two shots standing."

COMMAND:  "Search and assess.  (Pause)  Unload.  Assume the tactical
carry."

COMMAND:  "With an empty magazine, load.  (Pause)  Assume weak side
sling arms."

COMMAND:  "At the sound of the whistle, present the weapon to the target.
Make ready.  Dry fire two shots standing."
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COMMAND:  "Search and assess.  (Pause)  Unload.  (Pause)  Assume the
tactical carry."

COMMAND:  "With an empty magazine, load.  (Pause)  Assume weak side
sling arms."

COMMAND:  "At the sound of the whistle, present the weapon to the target.
Make ready.  Dry fire two shots standing."

COMMAND:  "Search  and  assess.  (Pause)  Place  the  weapon  in  condi-
tion 4."

COMMAND:  "Relay ___ move  off  the firing line."

Drill #2  (Live Fire Evaluation)

COMMAND:  "Relay ___ move to the 25-yard ready line and prepare a hasty
sling.  (Pause)  Fill 2 magazines with 16 rounds each." 

COMMAND:  "Relay ___ move to the 25-yard firing line and cover down on
your assigned target.  (Pause)  Assume the tactical carry."

COMMAND:  "With a magazine of 16 rounds, load. (Pause) Make ready."
(Remind Marines to automatically assume the alert on the command,  "make
ready.")

  Note 

Allow coaches time to observe and correct the procedures for
the load before giving the command "make ready."  The "make
ready" should only be given when the entire relay has com-
pleted the load.

COMMAND:  "At the sound of  the whistle, fire two shots standing."

  Note 
If the targets are being run out of the pits, the range commands
should be changed as follows: "When the  target appears, fire
two shots. . ."

COMMAND:  "Search and assess.  (Pause)  Place the weapon on SAFE and
keep the trigger finger straight.  Assume the alert." 

     
COMMAND:  "At the sound of the whistle, fire two shots kneeling."
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COMMAND:  "Search and assess.  (Pause)  Stand.  Search and  assess.
(Pause)  Place the weapon on SAFE and keep the trigger finger straight.  As-
sume the alert."
COMMAND:  "At the sound of the whistle, fire two shots prone."

COMMAND:  "Search and assess.  (Pause)  Kneel.  Search and assess.
(Pause)  Stand.  Search and assess.  (Pause)  Place the weapon on SAFE and
keep the trigger finger straight.  Assume the alert." 

COMMAND:  "Assume the tactical carry.  At the sound of the whistle, fire two
shots prone."

COMMAND:  "Search and assess.  (Pause)  Kneel.  Search and assess.
(Pause)  Stand.  Search and assess.  (Pause)  Place the weapon on SAFE and
keep the trigger finger straight.  Assume the alert." 

COMMAND:  "At the sound of the whistle, fire two shots prone."

COMMAND:  "Search and assess.  (Pause)  Kneel.  Search and assess.
(Pause)  Stand.  Search and assess.  (Pause)  Place the weapon on SAFE and
keep the trigger finger straight.  Assume the alert." 

COMMAND:  "Assume the ready.  At the sound of the whistle, fire two shots
prone."

COMMAND:  "Search and assess.  (Pause)  Kneel.  Search and assess.
(Pause)  Stand.  Search and assess.  (Pause)  Unload.  Assume the tactical
carry."

COMMAND:  "With a magazine of  four rounds, load.  (Pause)  Assume
strong side sling arms."

COMMAND:  "At the sound of the whistle, present the weapon to the target.
Make ready.  Fire two shots standing."

COMMAND:  "Search and assess.  (Pause)  Unload, (Pause) recover the
ejected round and reinsert it into the magazine."

COMMAND:  "Load.  (Pause) Assume weak side sling arms."

COMMAND:  "At the sound of the whistle, present the weapon to the target.
Make ready.  Fire two shots standing."
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COMMAND:  "Empty rifle.  Do not search and assess.  (Pause)  Place the
weapon on SAFE and keep the trigger finger straight. Assume the alert."

COMMAND:  "Unload."
  Note 
When all weapons are in condition 4, Marines move back to
the 50-yard ready line.

COMMAND:  "Relay ___ move to the 50-yard firing line and cover down on
your assigned target.  (Pause)  Assume the tactical carry."

COMMAND:  "With a magazine of 16 rounds, load. (Pause) Make ready."
(Remind Marines to automatically assume the alert on the command,  "make
ready.")

  Note 
Allow coaches time to observe and correct the procedures for
the load before giving the command "make ready."  The "make
ready" should only be given when the entire relay has com-
pleted the load.

COMMAND:  "At the sound of  the whistle, fire two shots standing."  

COMMAND:  "Search and assess.  (Pause)  Place the weapon on SAFE and
keep the trigger finger straight.  Assume the alert." 

COMMAND:  "At the sound of the whistle, fire two shots kneeling."

COMMAND:  "Search and assess.  (Pause)  Stand.  Search and assess.
(Pause)  Place the weapon on SAFE and keep the trigger finger straight.  As-
sume the alert." 

COMMAND:  "At the sound of  the whistle, fire two shots prone."

COMMAND:  "Search and assess.  (Pause)  Kneel.  Search and assess.
(Pause)  Stand.  Search and assess.  (Pause)  Place the weapon on SAFE and
keep the trigger finger straight. Assume the alert."

COMMAND:  "Assume the tactical carry.  (Pause)  At the sound of the whis-
tle, fire two shots prone."  
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COMMAND:  "Search and assess.  (Pause)  Kneel.  Search and assess.
(Pause)  Stand.  Search and assess.  (Pause)  Place the weapon on SAFE and
keep the trigger finger straight. Assume the alert."  

COMMAND:  "At the sound of the whistle, fire two shots prone."

COMMAND:  "Search and assess.  (Pause)  Kneel.  Search and assess.
(Pause)  Stand.  Search and assess.  (Pause)  Place the weapon on SAFE and
keep the trigger finger straight. Assume the alert." 

COMMAND:  "Assume the ready.  At the sound of the whistle, fire two shots
prone."

COMMAND:  "Search and assess.  (Pause)  Kneel.  Search and assess.
(Pause)  Stand.  Search and assess.  (Pause)  Unload.  Assume the tactical
carry."

COMMAND:  "With a magazine of four rounds, load.  (Pause)  Assume strong
side sling arms."

COMMAND:  "At the sound of the whistle, present the weapon to the target.
Make ready.  Fire two shots standing."

COMMAND:  "Search and assess.  (Pause)  Unload. (Pause) Recover the
ejected round and reinsert it into the magazine."

COMMAND:  "Load.  (Pause) Assume weak side sling arms."

COMMAND:  "At the sound of the whistle, present the weapon to the target.
Make ready.  Fire two shots standing."

COMMAND:  "Empty rifle.  Do not search and assess.  (Pause)  Place the
weapon on SAFE and keep the trigger finger straight.  Assume the alert."  

COMMAND:  "Unload, show clear."

COMMAND:  "Relay ___ move  down  range.   Analyze  and  paste  your tar-
gets." 
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Section II.  Limited Exposure Time Exercise

Table 13-2. Limited Exposure Time Exercise Supply List.

Description
Quantity per
Firing Point NSN

"F" Target
 Repair Center 1 6920-00-610-9086
Rifle Target "E" 1 6920-00-600-6874
Hearing Protection 1 set not applicable
Black Pasters 1 roll 6920-00-165-6354
White Pasters 1 roll 6920-00-172-3572
5" Spotters 4 6920-00-713-8254
Spindle, Spotter 4 6920-00-713-8257
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This exercise teaches Marines to apply the fundamentals
of marksmanship to engage targets of limited exposure
time with accurate fire.  Marines perform
immediate/remedial action as necessary.

13201.  Range Preparation

a.  Range Requirement.  The range must have a 200- and
300-yard capability. 

b.  Supply List.  See table 13-2.

c.  Ammunition Requirement .  The limited exposure time
exercise requires 20 rounds of ammunition per Marine.

d. Communications Requirements .  Live fire communi-
cations requirements must comply with MCO P3570.2_.
Communications gear or hand and arm signals among
range personnel must be planned and used throughout the
exercise.

e. Safety Requirements.  Safety requirements must
comply with MCO P3570.2_ and local SOPs.

f. Evaluation Requirement.  Marines must achieve a
minimum score of 12 hits out of 20 rounds.



13202. Course of Fire

Drill #1 (Dry Fire/Simulation)

Distance Target
Time
Limit

# of
Dry Fires Manner Fired

Stage 1
200 yds "F" 10 secs 2 Standing
200 yds "F" 10 secs 2 Standing to Kneeling
200 yds "F" 10 secs 2 Standing to Sitting
200 yds "F" 10 secs 2 Standing to Prone
200 yds "F" 15 secs 4 2 Standing to Kneeling

2 Prone
Stage 2
300 yds "E" 10 secs 2 Standing to Kneeling
300 yds "E" 10 secs 2 Standing to Prone
300 yds "E" 15 secs 4 2 Standing to Kneeling

2 Prone

Drill #2  (Live Fire Evaluation)

Distance Target
Time
Limit

# of
 Rounds Manner Fired

Stage 1
300 yds "E" 10 secs 2 Standing to Kneeling
300 yds "E" 10 secs 2 Standing to Prone
300 yds "E" 15 secs 4 2 Standing to Kneeling

2 Prone
Stage 2
200 yds "F" 10 secs 2 Standing
200 yds "F" 10 secs 2 Standing to Kneeling
200 yds "F" 10 secs 2 Standing to Sitting
200 yds "F" 10 secs 2 Standing to Prone
200 yds "F" 15 secs 4 2 Standing to Kneeling

2 Prone
              

13203.  Range Commands

Drill #1  (Dry Fire/Simulation)

COMMAND:  "Relay ___ move to the 200-yard ready line and prepare a
hasty sling."
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COMMAND:  "Relay ___ move to the 200-yard firing line and  cover down on
your assigned target.  (Pause)  Assume the tactical carry."

  Note 
Marines should search and assess after each target engagement.
They should move from the prone or sitting to the kneeling,
then to the standing position, then assume the alert.
PMI/coaches must remind Marines of this procedure if they do
not perform it.

COMMAND:  "With an empty magazine, load. (Pause) Make ready." 
     

 Note 
Allow coaches time to observe and correct the procedures for
the load before giving the command "make ready."  The "make
ready" should only be given when the entire relay has com-
pleted the load.

COMMAND:  "When your 'F' target appears, dry fire two shots standing in a
time limit of 10 seconds."

COMMAND:  "When your 'F' target appears, dry fire two shots kneeling in a
time limit of 10 seconds."

COMMAND:  "When your 'F' target appears, dry fire two shots sitting in a
time limit of 10 seconds." 

COMMAND:  "When your 'F' target appears, dry fire two shots prone in a
time limit of 10 seconds."

COMMAND:  "When your 'F' target appears, dry fire two shots kneeling then
two shots prone in a time limit of 15 seconds. Then place your weapon in con-
dition 4." 

COMMAND:  "Sling arms."

  Note 
When all weapons are in condition 4, Marines move back to
the 300-yard ready line. 

COMMAND:  "Relay ___ move to the 300-yard firing line and cover down on
your assigned target.  (Pause)  Assume the tactical carry."
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COMMAND:  "With an empty magazine, load. (Pause) Make ready." 

 Note 
Allow coaches time to observe and correct the  procedures for
the load before giving the command "make ready."  The "make
ready" should only be given when the entire relay has com-
pleted the load.

COMMAND:  "When your "E" target appears, dry fire two shots kneeling in a
time limit of 10 seconds."

COMMAND:  "When your 'E' target appears, dry fire two shots prone in a
time limit of 10 seconds."

COMMAND:  "When your 'E' target appears, dry fire two shots kneeling then
two shots prone in a time limit of 15 seconds. Then place your weapon in con-
dition 4."

COMMAND:  "Relay ___ move off the firing line." 

Drill #2  (Live Fire Evaluation)

COMMAND:  "Relay ___ move to the 300-yard ready line and prepare a
hasty sling.  (Pause)  Fill 1 magazine with 8 rounds and 1 magazine with 12
rounds."

COMMAND:  "Relay ___ move to the 300-yard firing line and cover down on
your assigned target.  (Pause)  Assume the tactical carry."

 Note 
Marines should search and assess after each target engagement.
They should move from the prone or sitting to the kneeling,
then to the standing position, then assume the alert.
PMI/coaches must remind Marines of this procedure if they do
not perform it.

COMMAND:  "With a magazine of eight rounds, load. (Pause) Make ready." 

 Note 
Allow coaches time to observe and correct the procedures for
the load before giving the command "make ready."  The "make
ready" should only be given when the entire relay has com-
pleted the load.
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COMMAND:  "When your 'E' target appears, fire two shots kneeling in a time
limit of 10 seconds."

COMMAND:  "When your 'E' target appears, fire two shots prone in a time
limit of 10 seconds."

COMMAND:  "When your 'E' target appears, fire two shots kneeling then two
shots prone in a time limit of 15 seconds. Then reload with a magazine of 12
rounds."

COMMAND:  "Assume the tactical carry."

 Note 
When  all  weapons are reloaded to condition 1, Marines,
while staying on line, advance to the 200-yard ready line.

COMMAND:  "Relay ___ move to the 200-yard firing line and cover down on
your assigned target."  

COMMAND:  "Assume the alert.  (Pause)  When your 'F' target appears, fire
two shots standing in a time limit of 10 seconds."

COMMAND:  "When your 'F' target appears, fire two shots kneeling in a time
limit of 10 seconds."

COMMAND:  "When your 'F' target appears, fire two shots sitting in a time
limit of 10 seconds."

COMMAND:  "When your 'F' target appears, fire two shots prone in a time
limit of 10 seconds."

COMMAND:  "When your 'F' target appears, fire two shots kneeling then two
shots prone in a time limit of 15 seconds."

COMMAND:  "Unload, show clear."

COMMAND:  "Relay ___  move off the firing line."
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Section III.  Low-Light/Darkness Engagement Exercise

Table 13-3. Low-Light/Darkness Engagement Exercise Supply List.

Description
Quantity per
Firing Point NSN

Rifle Target "E" 1 6920-00-600-6874
Hearing Protection 1 set not applicable
Black Pasters 1 roll 6920-00-165-6354
3" Spotters 10 6920-00-713-8255
Spindle, Spotter 10 6920-00-713-8257
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This exercise evaluates a Marine's ability to engage targets
accurately in low light (without illumination) and in dark-
ness (with illumination).  It also evaluates a Marine's abil-
ity to maintain night vision and detect targets using
low-light and darkness observation skills.  Marines per-
form immediate/remedial action as necessary.

13301.  Range Preparation

a. Range Requirement.  The range must have a
100-yard capability.  If a 100-yard firing line is not avail-
able, the exercise should be fired at the 200-yard line. 

b. Supply List.  See table 13-3.

c. Ammunition Requirement.  The low-light/darkness
engagement exercise  requires 30 rounds of ammunition
per Marine.  For ground illumination, .10 L495 surface
flares per Marine are required.  For air illumination, .14
B535 40mm parachute flares per Marine are required.

d. Communications Requirements .  Live fire communi-
cations requirements must comply with MCO P3570.2_.
Communications gear or hand and arm signals among
range personnel must be planned and used throughout the
exercise.

e. Safety Requirements.  Safety requirements comply
with MCO P3570.2_ and local SOPs.

f. Evaluation Requirement.  Marines must achieve a
minimum score of 18 hits out of 30 rounds.



13302.  Course of Fire 

Drill #1 (Dry Fire/Simulation)

Distance Target
Time
Limit

# of
Dry Fires Manner Fired

Stage 1
100 yds "E" N/A 2 Standing
100 yds "E" N/A 2 Standing to Kneeling
100 yds "E" N/A 2 Standing to Prone
100 yds "E" N/A 4 2 Standing to Kneeling

2 Prone

Stage 2
100 yds "E" N/A 10 Standing to Prone

(Ground Illumination)
100 yds "E" N/A 10 Standing to Prone

(Air Illumination)
        

Drill #2  (Live Fire Evaluation)

Distance Target
Time
Limit

# of
Rounds Manner Fired

Stage 1
100 yds "E" N/A 10 Standing to Prone

(Ground Illumination)
100 yds "E" N/A 10 Standing to Prone

(Air Illumination)

Stage 2
100 yds "E" N/A 2 Standing
100 yds "E" N/A 2 Standing to Kneeling
100 yds "E" N/A 2 Standing to Prone
100 yds "E" N/A 4 2 Standing to Kneeling

2 Prone

13303.  Range Commands

Drill #1  (Dry Fire/Simulation)

COMMAND:  "Relay ___ move to the 100-yard ready line and prepare a
hasty sling."
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COMMAND:  "Relay ___ move to the 100-yard firing line and cover down on
your assigned target.  (Pause)  Assume the tactical carry."

  Note 
Marines should search and assess after each target engagement.
They should move from the prone to the kneeling, then to the
standing position, then assume the alert.  PMI/coaches must re-
mind Marines of this procedure if they do not perform it.

COMMAND:  "With an empty magazine, load. (Pause)  Make ready." 
     

 Note 
Allow coaches time to observe and correct the procedures for
the load before giving the command "make ready."  The "make
ready" should only be given when the entire relay has com-
pleted the load.

COMMAND:  "When your 'E' target appears, dry fire two shots standing." 

  Note 
Allow Marines to complete firing.

COMMAND:  "When your 'E' target appears, dry fire two shots kneeling." 

 Note 
Allow Marines to complete firing.

COMMAND:  "When your 'E' target appears, dry fire two shots prone." 

  Note 
Allow Marines to complete firing.

COMMAND:  "When your 'E' target appears, dry fire two shots kneeling then
two shots prone.  Then place your weapon in condition 4."

 Note 
Allow Marines to complete firing.

COMMAND:  "With an empty magazine, load. (Pause) Make ready."
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   Note 
Allow coaches time to observe and correct the procedures for
the load before giving the command "make ready."  The "make
ready" should only be given when the entire relay has com-
pleted the load.

COMMAND:  "When your 'E' target is illuminated, dry fire 10 shots prone."

 Note 
Allow Marines to complete firing.

COMMAND:  "When your 'E' target is illuminated, dry fire 10 shots prone.
Then place your weapon in condition 4."  

  Note  

Allow Marines to complete firing.

COMMAND:  "Relay  ___ move off the firing line."

Drill #2  (Live Fire Evaluation)

COMMAND:  "Relay ___ move to the 100-yard ready line and  prepare a
hasty sling.  (Pause)  Fill 3 magazines with 10 rounds each."

COMMAND:  "Relay ___ move to the 100-yard firing line and cover down on
your assigned target.  (Pause)  Assume the tactical carry."

   Note 
Marines should search and assess after each target engagement.
They should move from the prone to the kneeling, then to the
standing position, then assume the alert.  PMI/coaches must re-
mind Marines of this procedure if they do not perform it.

COMMAND:  "With a magazine of 10 rounds, load. (Pause)  Make ready." 

  Note  

Allow coaches time to observe and correct the procedures for
the load before giving the command "make ready."  The "make
ready" should only be given when the entire relay has  com-
pleted the load.

COMMAND:  "When your 'E' target is illuminated, fire 10 shots prone.  Then
reload with a magazine of 10 rounds."
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 Note 
Allow Marines to complete firing.

COMMAND:  "When your 'E' target is illuminated, fire 10 shots prone.  Then
reload with a magazine of 10 rounds."

COMMAND:  "When your 'E' target appears, fire two shots standing."

 Note  

Allow Marines to complete firing.

COMMAND:  "When your 'E' target appears, fire two shots kneeling."

 Note 
Allow Marines to complete firing.

COMMAND:  "When your 'E' target appears, fire two shots prone."

 Note 
Allow Marines to complete firing.

COMMAND:  "When your 'E' target appears, fire two shots kneeling, then
two shots prone."  

 Note 
Allow Marines to complete firing.

COMMAND:  "Unload, show clear."

COMMAND:  "Relay ___ move off the firing line."
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